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1. Introduction

In a récent note [6] we classified the RiEMANNian homogeneous manifolds
of constant sectional curvature; this paper extends the techniques of that note
to the classifications (up to global isometry) of the homogeneous pseudo-
RiEMANïrian (indefinite metric) manifolds of constant nonzero curvature, the
symmetric pseudo-RiEMANNian manifolds of constant curvature, the isotropic
pseudo-RiEMANNian manifolds of constant curvature, the strongly isotropic
pseudo-RiEMANîrian manifolds, and the complète pseudo-RiEMANNian mani¬
folds in which parallel translation is independent of path.

Chapterl begins with a review of the necessary material on pseudo- Rie-
MANNian manifolds. Just as an w-dimensional RiEMANNian manifold M is

denoted by Mn, so an w-dimensional pseudo-RiEMANïrian manifold M,
h n

with metric everywhere of signature 27 #? + £ x*, is denoted by M%.
1 h+t

We then give euclidean space the structure of a pseudo-RiEMANNian manifold
h n+l

/?£ of constant zéro curvature, and give the quadric E x* + £ x* 1 in
1 h+l

Rn+1 both the structure of a pseudo-RiEMANNian manifold S£ of constant
positive curvature and that of a manifold H^_h of constant négative curvature.
For SI, this is essentially due to S. Helgason ([2] and private communi¬

cations). We then define SI and W£ to be the respective connected, simply
connected manifolds corresponding to S]J and H%, and prove that a connected
complète pseudo-RiEMANNian manifold M\ of constant curvature admits

/?^,5^ or Hl as universal metric covering manifold. Together with our
criterion of homogeneity for manifolds covered by a homogeneous manifold
(Theorem 2.5), this is the basis of our investigations.

Chapter II is the classification of homogeneous pseudo-RiEMANNian mani¬
folds of constant nonzero curvature. We define 14 families of homogeneous
manifolds covered by SI (§ 7 and § 9), prove that every homogeneous manifold
covered by SI lies in one of those families (§10), and then take care of the

signature h n 1, where S% is quite différent from 5% (§11). The basic

new technique is considération of the behavior of a quadric under field exten¬
sion. We also rely on the elementary theory of associative algebras and on the

version of Schtjr's Lemma which says that, if <5(V) is the algebra of linear
endomorphisms of a vectorspace F over a field F, and if G c <5{V) acts

irreducibly on F, then the centralizer of G in â(V) is a division algebra
over F.

Chapter III consists of classifications which are easy or which follow easily

Chapter II, and is best described by the table of contents.
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Références are as follows : Lemma 8.3 refers to the lemma in § 8.3, Theorem 5

refers to the theorem in § 5, etc.

I wish to thank Professors S. Helgason and A. Borel for several helpful
discussions. Helgason suggested that I work on thèse classification problems;
he proved Lemma 4.3 for h 1 and h n 1 [2], and the proof given
hère is essentially the same; he communicated the proof of Lemma 4.2, as

well as another proof of Lemma 4.3, to me. Borel suggested that I look at the

group f(GL(s,R)) of Lemma 8.4 to find a reducible linear subgroup of O8(2s)

transitive on the manifold Sj*"1 in R2*.

Chapter I. The covering theorem for spaee forms

2. Pseudo-Riemannian manifolds

2.1. We recall a few basic définitions and theorems on pseudo-RiEMANNian
manifolds, primarily in order to establish notation and terminology.

A psevdo-I&iEM&Nixian metric on a differentiable manifold M is a differen-
tiable field Q of nonsingular real-valued symmetric bilinear forms Qv on the

tangentspaces M^ of M ; (M, Q) is then a pseudo-l&mM&Nman manifold. The

pseudo-RiEMANNian metric Q on M defines a unique linear connection, the

Levi-Civita connection on the tangentbundle of M, with torsion zéro and

such that parallel translation préserves the inner products Qv on tangentspaces.
(M, Q) is complète if its Levi-Civita connection is complète, i. e., if geodesics

can be extended to arbitrary values of the affine parameter.

2.2. If X, Y e Mp span a nonsingular 2-plane S c Mv (Qp is nondegenerate
on S)9 then the sectional curvature of (M,Q) along S is defined to be3)

Y)X, Y)I{Q,{X, X).Q,(Y, Y) - Q,(X, Yf)
where 91 is the curvature tensor of the Levi-Civita connection. (M, Q) is

said to hâve constant curvature K if K(8)i K for every nonsingular
2-dimensional subspace S of a tangentspace of Jf. Let #-> (a^,..., xn) be

a local coordinate System valid in an open subset U of M ; the coefficients
of 5? are given by

3 d \ d d

aXi oxs] m

*) This was brought to my attention by S. Helgason.
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Then (M,Q) has constant curvature K if and only if4)

for every p U and every {i9j,k,l), as U runs through a covering of M

by coordinate neighborhoods.

2.3. An isometry f : (M, Q) -> (M' ,Q') is a difïeomorphism / : M -> Jf ' such

that <^(X, Y) $(p)(/*X,/*y) for every pM and aU X^Jf,,
where /* dénotes the induced maps on tangentspaces. The collection of ail

isometriesof (M,Q) ontoitselfisaLiEgroup I(M, Q); (M, Q) ishomogeneous
if / (M, Q) is transitive on the points of M.

2.4. We will now consider only those pseudo-RiEMANNian manifolds where

the metric has the same signature at every point. If each Qv has signature
h n

S #? + S #?, then {M, Q) will be denoted MJ.
1 A+l

2.5. A pse^G-RiEMANm^m covering is a covering rc : N%->M% of connected

pseudo-RiEMANîrian manifolds where n is a local isometry. A deck trans¬
formation of the covering (homeomorphism d : N%-> N% such that n-d n)

is an isometry of JVJ. Our main tool is :

Theorem. Let n: iV£-»ilf£ be a psevdo-RmMANman covering, let D be the

group of deck transformations of the covering, and let 0 be the centralizer of D

in I(N%). If M\ is homogeneous, then G is transitive on jVJJ. // G is transitive
on N% and the covering is normal, then M\ is homogeneous.

The proof is identical to the proof of the RiEMANirian case [6, Th. 1].

2.6. Our définitions agrée with the usual ones in the RiEMAmrian case,

where each Qp is positive definite.

3. The model spaces /?£

Given integers 0 <£ h ^ n, we hâve a pseudo-RiEMANNian metric Qih) on
h

the n-dimensional real number space Rn, given by Qff^X, Y) Z xtyf +
n 1

+ S xjyj where X, Y e (Rn)P correspond respectively to (xl9..., xn),

(Vi>- - >yn) * Rn under the identification of (Rn)P with Rn by parallel
translation. (Rn,Q{h)) is denoted /?J.

Let Oh(n) dénote the orthogonal group of the bilinear from Q^ on Rn;
let NOh(n) be the corresponding inhomogeneous group, semidirect product

4) This was brought to my attention by S. Helgason.

8 CMH vol. 86
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Oh(n)-Rn, consisting of ail pairs (A, a) with A e 0h(n) and aeRn, and

actingon Rn by (Ay a) : x->Ax + a. It iseasy to see /(/?£) NOh(n).
The geodesics of /?£ are just the straight Unes, /?£ has constant curvature

zéro, by a resuit of K. Nomizu [4, formula 9.6], because it is a reductive
homogeneous coset space of an abelian group Rn} with an Rn invariant
affine connection.

4. The model spaces SjJ and H%.
h n+i

4.1. Given integers 0 ^ h ^ n, let QJ dénote the quadric Ex* + E iïj
1 A+l

1 in /?w+1. QJJ is homeomorphic to /?* X Sn~^ (Sm m-sphere). Theortho-
h n+i

gonal group of the bilinear form E xiyj-\- Z x^^ denoted Oh(n + 1),
1 A+l

is transitive on Q£. The isotropy subgroup at p0 (0,..., 0,1) is Oh(n).
We will regard QjJ as a symmetric coset space Oh(n + l)/Oh(n), the symmetry
at p0 being given by (x1}..., a?w, a?w+1) ->(«?!,...,- znzn,

4.2. Lemma. Let O*(n+1) and O*(n) be the Lm algebras of Oh(n+l)
and Oh(n), and to JEf^ 6e ^Ae (n + 1) X (n + 1) matrix whose orily nonzero

entry is 1 iw the (i9j)-place. Then Oh(n + 1) Aas 6a«i5 consisting of ail

Xu ^ - EH for h < i < j ^ n + 1, aK yM ,BM,, - Evu for l^u<
< v ^ h, and ail Zuj Euj + Eju for l ^u ^h<j ^n+ 1. £)h(n + 1)

has Killinq form

B(X, Y)=- 2(n - \){-Zxisyii -Exuvyuv + Exuiyuj }

where X E*WIW + ExuvYuv + ExujZuj and Y=EyijXij + EyuvYuv+
+ EyujZur Dh(n) has basis {X{j, Yuv, Zuj}j^n and is the eigenspace of

+ 1 for the symmetry at p0; the eigenspace S$% of 1 for that symmetry has

basis consisting of ail Xu ZUt n+1 for 1 ^ u ^ h and ail Xj Xjt n+1 for

h<j ^n.
Proof. The symmetry at p0 acts on Dh(n + 1) as conjugation by

n
1

; now the statements on eigenspaces and bases are clear. The proof

of the statement on the Kjllustg form is essentially due to S. Helgason [2,

Lemma 6, p. 256], but is given hère for the convenience of the reader. Let (5 be

the complexification of Oh(n + 1); we hâve an isomorphism / of © onto
the Lie algebra £) (n + 1, C) of the complex orthogonal group given by

Xu-+Xiiy Yuv-> Yuv and Zuf-*> V^T(Eui-Eju). D(n+ l, C) hasKnxiNG
form Bf(X, Y) (n ~ 1) trace (XF), and trace (XY) trace (f(X)f(Y)),
whence (5 has Kimjng form Be(X, Y) (n 1) trace (XY). As B is the

restriction of Bei our assertion follows. Q.E.D.
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4.3. Identify *p* with the tangentspace to Q* at p0; this gives an
h n

ad (O^(w))-invariant bilinear form K~lQPo(X, Y) K^i- Z xuyu + Zx^j)
1 h+l

n n

on that tangentspace, where 0 ^ K e R, and X ~=* S xbXb and Y SybXb
î î

are éléments of *P£. The invariance follows from the fact (Lemma 4.2) that
K-xQPo is proportional to the restriction of the Killeto form of £)h(n + 1).

Thus K^Q^ defines an Oh(n + l)-invariant pseudo-RiEMANNian metric
K-iQ on Ql.

Lemma. The psetdfo-RiEMANNiAN manifold (Ql.K^Q) has constant curvature

Proof. The manifold is homogeneous, so we need only prove our statement
at p0. According to K. Nomizu [4, Th. 15.6], the Levi-Civita connection is

the canonical affine connection on Ql induced by its structure as a symmetric
coset space, whence [4, Th. 10.3 and 15.1] the curvature tensor is given by

SX(X, Y)-Z - [[X, Y], Z] for X, Y, Z c $pj. We choose local coordinates

{ub} at p0 such that -^ =Xb,l ^b ^n. In thèse coordinates,

» K-1*» if b ^ h> K^àu if b > h, where

ôbc is the Kronecker symbol. Also, Rbccb 1 Rbcbc for c =£b>h,
Rbcbc 1 Rbccb for c ^z b ^ A, and ail other Rdebc are zéro, at p0. Thus

Rbcbc K-1 Bbccb for c ^h<b and for b ^h < c, and Rbcbc

K~x Rbccb if b ^ c and either b, c> h or b, c ^h, and ail other
i2debc are zéro. This gives Rdebc(p0) K {qeb(po)qde(po) - qdb(po)qee(po)},
whence (QI.K^Q) has constant curvature K. Q.E.D.

4.4. We define S£ (Ql, Q) and W^_A (QJ, - Q). Note that the signa¬
tures of metric are correct. SJ has constant curvature + 1

; it is the indefinite
metric analogue of the sphère Sn SJ. H\ has constant curvature 1 ;

it is the indefinite metric analogue of the hyperbolic space Hn H*. We will
sometimes speak loosely and refer to {Q\,K~XQ) as 5J if JK'>0 or H£_h
if Z<0.

SJ and H^h are ^e connected, simply connected pseudo-RiEMANNian

manifolds corresponding to SJ and H%_h. SI SJ and Hl_h W^_A if
A < n 1 ; S£_i and WJ1 are the respective universal pseudo-RiEMANNian

covering manifolds of SJ_! and WJ* ; S% and W" are the respective components
of p0 in SJJ and H*.
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4.6. Lemma. /(SJ) Oh(n + 1) l(Hl_h).

Proof. The isotropy subgroup at p0 is maximal for conservation of the
metric. Q. E. D.

4.6. We mention an alternative description of S£ and WJ. The alternative
description is more direct, but the description in §4.1 to §4.3 simplifies
the proofs of Lemmas 4.3 and 4.5.

One can prove that the manifold SJ of curvature K > 0 is isometric to
h n+l

the metric submanifold of /?£+1 given by Zx) + Z x) K*, and that the
1 A+l

manifold H J of curvature K < 0 is isometric to the metric submanifold of
h+1 n+l

Rl%\ given by -Sx) + Ex) - (K~i).
1 h+2

5. The universal covering theorem

Theorem. Let M\ be a complète connectée, pseudo-HiEMANisian manifold of

constant curvature K. Then, assuming the metric normalized such that K is

1,0 or + 1
>

the universal pseudo-R>mM&Nman covering manifold of MJ

is H» if K < 0, RI if K 0, and SI if K> 0.

Proof. The universal pseudo-RiEMANNian covering manifold N\ of M£
is complète, connected and simply connected; we must show N% is isometric to

/yj,/?J or SJ. Let Al betheoneof WÎJ,/?2,SÎJ of constant curvature K.
Let a Â%,b ciVjJ and let f^.: (A\)a-^(N1l)h be a linear isometry of

tangentspaces; /* exists because the metrics hâve the same signature. Given

a broken géodésie oc of A\ emanating from a, let /S be the broken géodésie

on iVJ emanating from b which corresponds (see [3]) to oc under /*. Let S

be a 2-dimensional subspace of (A\)a ; the curvature tensors, hence the curva¬
ture forms, take the same values on corresponding parallel translates of S and

f*S along oc and /S, as they are determined by the sectional curvatures.
The torsion forms are identically zéro because we are dealing with Levi-Civita
connections. It follows from a theorem of N. Hicks [3, Th. 1] that /* extends
to a connection-preserving dififeomorphism g : A J -> N^. Let a' e A%, let s

be an arc in A% from a' to a, and let s* be the parallel translation along
s from a' to a; let t* be the parallel translation along g (s) from b to

b' g(af). The tangential map (&i<)a>, equals t*-f*-s* because g is connec¬

tion-preserving; as t**f*-s* is a linear isometry of tangentspaces; it follows
that g is an isometry ofpseudo-RiEMANîdanmanifolds. Q.E.D.
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Chapter IL Homogeneous manifolds of nonzero curvature

The goal of this Chapter is the global classification of the homogeneous
pseudo-RiEMANNian manifolds of constant nonzero curvature. The main tools

are Schtjr's Lemma, real division algebras, bilinear invariants of group
représentations, and the technique of changing the basefield of a quadric.

To a manifold M\ of constant curvature k, there corresponds a manifold
N"_h of constant curvature k, obtained from M\ on replacing the metric
by its négative. For complète manifolds, this correspondence is given by

SJ/D-*-»- H%_h/D, It suffices, then, to do our classification for the case of

positive curvature.

6. The real division algebras

We assemble some facts on real division algebras, for the most part well

known, which will be useful in the sequel. Ail algebras will be finite dimensional.

6.1. A real division algebra F is one of the fields R (real), C (complex)
or K (quaternion). Let x->Hc dénote the conjugation of F over R, let f*
dénote the multiplicative group of nonzero éléments of F, and let F' dénote
the subgroup of unimodular {xx 1) éléments of F. dim. F is understood
to be the dimension of F over R. A standard R-basis of F is an R-basis

{%,..., a^m F} such that at 1 a? for i > 1, aiai %a^ for
i -=fz j}i > 19 j > 1 and i aiai e {ak} for each i, j. Given x e F, \ x \ is the

positive square root of xx.

6.2. F1 is a compact topological group, so any discrète subgroup is finite.
The finite subgroups of R' are 1 and {±1}. The finite subgroups of Cr

are the cyclic groups Zq of any finite order q > 0 ; Zq is generated by

exp (2 7i\/ ~ Ijq). The finite subgroups of Kr are cyclic or binary polyhedral.
We recall the binary polyhedral groups. The polyhedral groups are the

dihedral groups î)w, the tetrahedral group X, the octahedral group £) and
the icosahedral group 3 "~ ^e respective groups of symmetries of the regular
w-gon, the regular tetrahedron, the regular octahedron and the regular icosahe-
dron. Each polyhedral group has a natural imbedding in S 0(3) Let
n : K' -> S 0(3) be the universal covering; the binary polyhedral groups are the

binary dihedral groups î)£ 7TlÇ£)m), the binary tetrahedral group £*
==7c~1(ï), the binary octahedral group £)* n"1^), and the binary
icosahedral group 3* n^fô). We exclude $)* because it is cyclic. Note
that isomorphic finite subgroups of Kf are conjugate.
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6.3. Lemma. Let D be a subgroup of F* and set Df Z>^ F'. Then D isa
discrète subgroup of F* if and only if D' is finite and D {Df, d} for some
d *D wiih \d\ ^ 1.

Proof. Suppose D discrète. If D D', set d 1. Otherwise, note that

Di= {\g \:g D} isa discrète subgroup of /?*, for D cannot hâve an

infinité number of éléments in a compact neighborhood of F'. It easily follows
that Dx is generated by an élément | d | which minimizes | d \ 1 > 0. To see

D {D', d}, we note that every g D satisfies | g \ \ d \m for some integer
m; thus gd~m * D', so g {Df,d}.

The converse is trivial. Q.E.D.

7. The 6 classical families of space forms

7.1. Let 0^s<m beintegers, choose a basis {zô} in a lefb m-dimensional
vectorspace F over F, and consider the hermitian form Qf{u,v)

Eufij -\- SUjVj where u Euizi and v EVjZr The real part
i 8+1 8r mr

Q(u,v) c$,e (Qf(u, v)) is given by Q(u, v) E xiyi + E x^y^ where
1 sr+l

r dim. F, {at} is a standard ff-basis of F, {w^ is the corresponding
/?-basis of F, given by a{Zj wrU_1)+i,u Ex^Wj and v Ey^w^
As Qf(u>, u) is real, this allows us to identify Q^J1""1 with the hermitian
quadric of équation Qf(u,u) 1. Under this identification, both F' and

the unitary group U*(m, F) of Qf becomes subgroups of the orthogonal
group O^imr) of Q. The actions of F' and U8(m9 F) commute because

U*(m, F) is F-linear, U8(m,F) is transitive on QÏJT""1, and F' acts freely
on OJJT""1. If D is a finite subgroup of F1, it follows that Sffî^jD is a homo-

geneous pseudo-RiEMANNiAN manifold Mff ""1 of constant curvature + 1.

We will refer to thèse manifolds as the classical space forms; spécial cases are

studied in [5] and [6].

7.2. Let of dénote the family of connected classical space forms for F R.

More precisely,to every triple (À, n, t) of integers with 0 ^h ^n, 1 ^t <£ 2,

and t 2 if A 9*, there corresponds precisely one élément SlJZt of q/.
Note that S^\Z% is isometric to a component of S£. The éléments of <^f are the

spherical and éliptic spaces of indefinite metric.
Let §£ dénote the family of classical space forms for F C which are

not in of. To every triple (h, n, t) of integers with 0 ^h ^n,t> 2,h
even and n -\- \ even, there corresponds precisely one élément S%IZt of

§£\ The éléments of §£ are the cyclic spaces of indefinite metric; they corres¬

pond to the Linsenrâume of Threlfall and Seifebt [6].
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Let QJ dénote the family of classical space forms for F K and D binary
dihedral. To every triple (h, n, t) of integers with 0 ^ h ^ n9t> 1, and

both h and n + 1 divisible by 4, there corresponds exactly one élément

$£/!!)£ of QJ. The éléments of QJ are the dihedral spaces of indefinite metrio;
they correspond to the Prismarâume of Threlfaul and Seifert [5].

Let (Çf, 0 and <Cj dénote the families of classical space forms for F K,

with D respectively binary tetrahedral, binary octahedral and binary icosa-
hedral. To every pair (h, n) of integers with 0 ^ h ^ n and both h and

n + 1 divisible by 4, there corresponds precisely one élément SJ/Ï* of (£T,

one élément S£/O* of ®9 and one élément S^/3* of $. Thèse are the tetrahedral
octahedral and icosahedral spaces of indefinite metric; they correspond to

the Tetraederraum, Oktaederraum and Dodekaederraum of Threlfall and

Seifert [5].

8. Behavior of quadric under field extension

We will consider material converse to that of § 7.1 and discuss reducible

groups which are transitive on quadrics.
h n+l

8.1. Lemma. Let Q be the bilinear form Q(ufv) Zujvj + Zuivi
1 h+l

on V Rn+1, so Ql isgivenby Q(u,u) 1, and 0h(n + 1) is the orthogonal

group of Q. Let 0 c 0h(n + 1) be transitive on Q%, let F be a real division
subalgebra of <£>(F) which centralizés G, and let r dim. F. Then

F' c Oh(n + 1), s hjr and m (n + l)/r are integers, and there is a

Q-orthonormal R-basis {Wj} of V and a standard R-basis {a^} of F such that

%i awrM9 {wly wr+l9..., wrim_1)+1} is an F-basis of V, and Q{u,v)

jV) + iVi) where u Uxjwrij_i)+1 and v

î t+i
with x^ yj e F.

Proof. Let a e F'. Given u, v cQJJ we hâve some g 0 with g(u) v,

so Q(av} av) Q(agu, agu) Q(gau, g au) Q(au, au) ; thus f(a)
Q(av, av) for any v eQ% is well defined. Let w c F with Q(w, w) > 0.

There is a real # > 0 with xw cQJ, so Q(aw, aw) o;~2Q(airt«;5 axw)
x~2f(a) f(a)Q(w, w). Note that /(a) > 0 : this is clear for F R; F1 is

connected if F ^ R, so we need only check that f(a) ^ 0. As f(a) 0

would imply that a is a homeomorphism of the open (n + l)-dimensional
set P {w e V :Q(w,w)> 0} into the lower dimensional set L

{w F: Q(w, ^) 0}, this is clear. Now let a9b F', and note that
(v *Ql) f(ab) Q(abv, abv) f(a)Q(bv, bv) f(a)f(b); thus / is a homo-

morphism of the compact group Fr into the multiplicative group of positive
real numbers; it follows that f(F') 1.
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Wenowhave Q(w9 w) Q(aw, aw) for a e F' and weP. By continuity
of Q(aw,aw) Q(w,w), this also holds if w is in the boundary L of P.
Polarization shows Q(au, av) Q(u,v) if u, v and u + v lie in P ^ L.
Now let {Vj} be a Ç-orthonormal ff-basis of F, set ui vi for j>h,
and set u$ t^ + Vr2vn+1 for j i£h. One easily checks that {%} is a basis

of F such that ^, ut and ^ + ^ c P^i for every (i, j) ; it follows that
Q(au, av) Ç(w, v) for a F' and t*, v e F. Thus F' c Oh(n + 1).

Let {df} be any standard /î-basis of F, and choose % c F such that
Q(wt, wx) 1 if A > 0, Q(Wx, t^J 1 if h 0, set ^ a^x, and let

Fj be the Q-orthogonal complément of {w1,..., wr). Choose wr+1 e Vx such

that Q(wr+1, wr+l) 1 if h > r, Ç(wr+1, ^r+i) 1 if & r, set w?r+i

at-wr+i> an(l le^ 1^2 be the Q-orthogonal complément of {wt,..., w2r}.

Continuing this process, we obtain the desired basis and see that s and m

are integers. Q. E. D.

8,2. In the following, we will not always mention Q explicitly. However,
a totally isotropic subspace will mean a totally (J-isotropie subspace (one on

which Q vanishes identically), orthonormal will mean Q-orthonormal, and

orthogonal «compléments» will betakenrelative to Q unless westateotherwise.

Lemma. Let 0 c Oh(n + 1) be transitive on Q£, let U be a proper 0-
invariant subspace of F R71*1, set W U ^ U1-, and let h n + 1 h.

Then 2h> n, W is a O-invariant maximal totally isotropic subspace of F, G

acts irreducibly on W, and V has an orthonormal basis {w^} such that

{es wM + wi far 1 fg / <£ h) {e^,,.., ek} is a basis of W and

{wk+1,..., wh, e1)..., ek} is a basis of Wx. Finally, if F is a real division
svbalgebra of <S F) which centralizes 0 and préserves U, then W and W1-

are F-invariant and we may take {w^} to satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 8.1.

Proof. If F is not given, set F R. As U and U-1- are proper (?-invari-
ant subspaces of F and as Q% contains a basis of F, it follows that Q

is négative semi-definite on U and on ?7X. Were Q nondegenerate on U,

we would hâve F U © U1- with Q négative definite on each summand,
so Q would be négative definite on F. Thus Q is degenerate on U, so

W t£ 0. Now W is a proper ©-invariant totally isotropic subspace of F,
F-invariant because F1 c Oh(n + 1) (by Lemma 8.1) implies that U and

U2- are F-invariant. Thus we may assume W= U. W and F are left

vectorspaces over F. Set Q(v) Q(v, v) for v e V.

Lemma 8.1 gives an F-invariant orthogonal décomposition F Vx ® V2

with Q négative definite on Vx and positive definite on F2. Choosing an

F-basis {bl9..., bt} of W, we hâve b{ r{ + st with r{ e Vl9 s F2.
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Set e1 px + q1 Ç(*i)"""^i with p1 e F1} qx c F2. We construct ett

P« + ?« wi^1 Pu Vl9 qu e F2 from {e±,..., ett-1, 6tt} by setting
#« Vl9yu Fa, and by eu

Q(yu) *zu. Now {^x,..., pt; ql9..., qt} is linearly independent over F,

Q(P*> ft) °> and Q(^-, qj ^^ Q(Po Pi). By Lemma 8.1, we can

complète itto an orthonormal f-basis {px,... ,pt,cx,... ,ca;ql9... ,qtidly.. ,dh}
of F. TTX then has F-basis {e^ et) c1?..., ca, rfl9..., dJ and Q is

négative semi-definite on TF-1, so 6 0. Nowlet r dim. F and let {at}
be a standard A?-basis of F. Set wrU_1)+1 p^ fox l ^j -^t, writ+i_1)+1 c^

for 1 ^ / ^ a, ^r(f+a+i_1)+1 ^ for 1 ^j ^t, and wrj+i aiWri+1. The

Lemma is now easily verified. Q. E. D.

8.3. Lemma. Let G c Oh(n + 1) 6e transitive on Q£, Ze£ Î7 and W be

proper O-invariant subspaces of F /?w+1, and suppose U ^ W 0. TAen

2h n + l} U and W are maximal totally isotropic svhspaces of V, and

Proof. Let k n+l-h)U'=Ur,U± and W ' W * W±. By
Lemma 8.2, both Uf and PP are maximal totally isotropic and are &-dimen-
sional, so we need only show F Ur © W'. Were ^(ÎJ7, Tf ') 0, U' ® W
would be totally isotropic, contradicting the fact that U' is maximal totally
isotropic. It follows that U1 © Wr has an élément v with Q(v9 v) 1, so

Qîî c U' © TF' because 0 is transitive on QJJ and préserves Ï7' © W.
Thus C7; ©TF'= F. Q. #. D.

We will now consider the existence ofa ff c OA(w+ 1) which is transitive
on Q£ and préserves two linearly disjoint proper subspaces of F.

8.4. Given integers 0 ^ s < my we consider the hermitian form Qf(u, v)

ZujVj + Zuivj on a left m-dimensional vectorspace F over F. As
1 8+1

before, r dim. FyQ(u,v) ^e (Qf(u, v)) and QÏJT""1 is given by

Qf{u9u) 1.

Let J7 be an F-subspace of F. If U is totally Qi?-isotropic, it clearly is

totally Q-isotropic. Suppose, conversely, that U is totally Q-isotropic, let

u9v e U, and choose a standard ff-basis {at} of F. Qf(u9 v) -T^a^ with

xt e R; 0 Q(a^, v) - #t- shows Qi?(^, v) 0; thus Î7 is totally

The unitary group U*(m, F) of Qf is the centralizer of F' in 0*f(mr).
One inclusion is obvious and has already been noted, so we need only show

that an élément g e (^(mr) which centralizes F' lies in U*(m,F). Central-
izing F;, g is F-linear. Let u9v e V and note ctfle (Qf (<*>&, v)) Q^Uy v)
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gv) Q(a>igu,gv) &e(QF(aigu, gv)). It follows that

Qf(u,v) QF(gu,gv), so g (/>(ra, f).
Combining thèse two facts with Lemma 8.3, we see the usefulness of :

* 2*

Lemma. Consider the hermitian form QF{u,v)= Eujvj + Eu3vs on a
î f+i

left 2s-dimensional vectorspace V over F, let U and W betoially QF-isotropic
F-subspaces of V such that V U © W. Then there are F-bases {e{} of U

and {fj} of W with Qp{ei,fi) 2dii. Let f represent the gênerai linear

group GL(s,F) on V by f(oc) n_A in the basis {ei9ft} of V, and

let 6? {g U8(2s, F):Ug U, Wg W}. Then G is the image of f,
and G is transitive on Qf(u, u) 1 if and only if F R.

Proof. The bases {e} and {fs} are easily constructed by the method of

Lemma 8.2. It is easy to check that G is the image of /, and the last state-
ment is obvious for 5=1. Now assume s > 1, a*id we'll prove the last
assertion. For 1 <S j ^ s, set wi ¦=\(ej fô) and w8+j \(ei + /,), so

{Wj} is a Qp-orthonormal basis of V over F. As Qf(w8+i> ws+i) ^> we see

that G is transitive if and only if, given x e V with Qf(x, x) I, there
is an oc <¦ GL(s, F) with f(oc) : ^s+1-> x. Let x Ea^w,.; it is easy to check

that / (oc : w8+1 -> x if and only if

and Ç-l

As ococ-1 I, this would give 1 U(xs+j + x^ (x8+j xé) E xi'xi +
î î

* *
__

8 8

+ S x8+, x8+j + Z(xt x8+i - x8+j xê). 1 Qf(x x) - S xm + E x^^
1 8 1 8

_
8 1 1

then gives E XjX9+i E x8^xj9 so E x^x^^ e R c f. If F ^ R we canil 1 «

always find an a? F with Çf(#, #) 1 and Exix8jti i R, so G will not
be transitive on Qf(u,u) 1. 1

We now assume F R, write Q Qj?, identify 0?*"1 with Qf(u,u) 1,

and will show G transitive on Qf*""1. Weset z a;5+1 + xl9 y x8+1 a\,r
(^a+2 + ^2>- ->zu + ^), and ^ (x8+2 x2,...,%- a;,). We wish

to j5nd « (|^ ^)cGl(«,/f) with «-1 (j jj). ^ y # 0, weset

*=a(_|^.* 1) «dhaTe «^-(J jlt'r)' If ^°' W6Set

oc-1 =7, T
and hâve a

^ T Now suppose
\*t 1 ] \z**t 1 H'tj

x z 0, note that a solution would give ococ"1 j j
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put the usual euclidean inner product (a, 6) onthespaee R8'1 of real (s 1)-
tuples, and observe that r,t,u,v e R8'1. Let X be an (s 3)-dimensional
subspace of r-'-nl1, J_ taken relative to and let {yz,..., y^}
be an orthonormal base of X. (r,t)=Q(x,x)=l, so we can extend {y^}
to bases {e, yz,..., ys+1} of t1- and {d, yz,..., y^} of rx with (d, e) 1

and (d!, ^) 0 (e, ^). Now pick ui9 vt /? with uxvx + ^2^2 1 We

set B (u^d, w2'd,%,---, Vs-i) and '4 V«, vz*e, %,..., ty^), so

r-B 0 and A-H 0 by construction. Set % (w2, uXi 0,..., 0) Z?*"1

and v (t;2, t^, 0,..., 0) e ff8"1; 1 uxvx + ^2^2 gives %-v + A*B I,
so the desired <% and a"1 in GL(s,R) are constructed. Q.E.D.

8.B. We end § 8 with two more lemmas, placed hère for lack of a better
location.

Lemma. Let G a Oh(2h) be transitive on Q^"1, let U and W be proper
G-invariant subspaces of V R2h with U ^ W 0, and let Gu be the restric¬
tion of G to U. Then there is no nonzero Gu-invariant bilinear form on U.

Proof. Let B(u,v) be a ©^-invariant bilinear form. If B is not skew, we

may replace it with B'(u, v) B(u, v) + B(v, u), which is symmetric.
But the proof of Lemma 8.4 and the irreducibility of Gu shows that Gu

has no nonzero symmetric bilinear invariant; we conclude that B is skew.

Assume B ^ 0, so B is nondegenerate by the irreducibility of Gu. Lemma
8.4 gives us an orthonormal basis {^} of F such that (e{ vn+i + vi and

fi vh+i v{ for 1 ^ i ^ h) {e{} is a basis of U and {/t} a basis of W,

and every gr 6? is of the form g l^1 ^
J in the basis {c^/^} of F.

We replace G by ^'^jl^1 * «J :9i préserves B\ which, containing

G, is transitive on Qffî"1. Let G" be the subgroup of G' given by taking g1

0""°\II \
tobeof the form gx / I. One checks dim. G1 lh(h + 1)

\i *
I

dim. G" \h(h 1) 1 ; observing that G" is the isotropy subgroup of G' at

vh+i ^ Qi*""1, itfollowsthat h 1 dim. (?' dim. G" dim.Çf-1 2A 1,

so A 0. This contradicts B =£ 0. Q.E.D.
8.6. Lemma. £e£ D be a subgroup of 0^(^+1), let G be the centralizer

of D in 0^(^+1), suppose G transitive Q£, and let U be a maximal
totally isotropic G-invariant subspace of F Rn+1. Then U is D-invariant.

Proof. Let d eD. Then dU is G-invariant and, as G is irreducible on Uf

either dU U or dUr\ (7 0. In the latter case, 2h n + 1 and
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V U ® dU by Lemma 8.3; B(u,v)=Q(u, dv) is a 6?^-invariant bilinear
form on U, so B 0 by Lemma 8.5. Thus Q(J7,dJ7) 0 so Q 0,

contradicting dU rsU 0. Thus dU U. Q.E. D.

9. The 8 exceptional families of space foras

9.1. In an orthonormal basis {v^} of V R2h, wehave

Th(8) ~ \sinh (a)/, cosh

where s > 0 is a real number and Ih is the h X h identity matrix. To check

this, we set ef vh+j + Vj and ]j vft+^ ^ for 1 <; ^* ^ A, observe that

the hyperbolic rotation th(s) I

n
in the basis

{fiy eA °f F> and refer to the first part of Lemma 8.4. Lemma 8.4 also

tells us that the eentralizer G of rn(s) in Oh(2h) is transitive on Q!*^1.
Note that rH(s) is conjugate to rjj(t) ifandonlyif s t, t also being taken

positive, and that for a given s the subgroups $(s, +) {th(s)}, §(s,

{ rH(s)} and §(«, ±) { hn* ^h(s)} are discrète subgroups of

Oh(2h). It follows that thèse groups are free and properly discontinuous on

Of -1, and that the quotients Sf^fôis, +), Sf'Vô^, -) and Sf ""VS^» ±)
are homogeneous manifolds of constant positive curvature. The class Çftr of

thèse hyperbolic-rotation spaces is our first class of exceptional space forms. To

every triple (h, s, -f or or ±) where h > 1 is an integer and s > 0

is real, there corresponds exactly one élément S|A~1/§(5, + or or db)

of Çjffr, and distinct éléments of Çjffr are not isometric. Note that

$(«,+)&aZM$(«,-) and §(5, ±)£ÛZ x Z2.

9.2. In an orthonormal basis {^} of V Rn+1 with 2A>w and
A n + 1 ~ ^ even, we choose a skew nonsingular k x k matrix d and hâve

-d 0 - d \

0 i^a 0 0^(^+1). This is best seen by setting
d 0 Ik + d/

es v^+i + vi and /^ vh+j vi for 1 ^j^k and observing
//» 0 2d\

that %(d!) (0 J^.fc 0 in the basis 0 {/1?..., fk; vk+li..., vh;
\0 0 ij

6!,...,e»} of F.

If a linear transformation of F commutes with tH{d), it must préserve the

subspace U of basis {ej. Thus the eentralizer G of fe(d) in 0^(^+1)
préserves both U and Ux, and consequently is in upper triangular block

/ffi 9% 9s\
form gr

I 0 gé gh\ relative to p. For a matrix of that form,
\0 0 gj
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is expressed by dg6 gxd, and g e Oh (n + 1) is given by g9 fyf1, & 0 (A &)

ordinary orthogonal group, 2<(jf1)<, (&),> + 2 <(&),, (^> <(&) (gr2),> and
2 <(&)<, (&)*> <(&)«> (&)*> where (grj, dénotes the »'* row of grM and

< is the ordinary euclidean pairing of m-tuples.
We first note that, if d' is another skew nonsingular k X k matrix, then

tH(df) is conjugate to tii(d) by an élément of Oh(n + 1) whieh préserves U.

For the associated skew bilinear forms on Rk are each équivalent to

so there is a nonsingular k X k matrix gx with g1dtg1 d1. Now set

(9i 0 0 \

<7
I 0 / 0 1 and notice g-tH{d)g~x tsid'), so the subgroups
\0 0 fo-V

£(+) {toW}, î(-) {~ tH(d)} and 2(±) {- In+1,tH(d)} of

O^(ri + 1) are defined up to conjugacy without référence to any particular d.

Thèse subgroups are free and properly discontinuous on QJ ; we will see that
the corresponding quotients of SJ are homogeneous.

k h-lc
We must show 0 transitive on QJ. We take any x Z a^Vj + S bôvk+j +

* il+ £cjVM eQ%9 and wish to find g 0 with g(vh+1) x. Calculating
î

g(vh+1), we see that this is équivalent to c a (gr1)1, c + a (gr3)a + (gr6)x

and 26 ^2)!, where a (%,..., a4), 6 (&x,..., 6^*) and c

(q,..., ck), andweaddcoordinatewise. As H {<7X e GL(k, R) : fyi^i^^}
is the real sympletic group, transitive on the nonzero éléments of Rk, we

may choose gx e H with c a (grj!. gr6 'gr^1 is then determined, and

(^2)1 an(i (^3)1 are given by gvh+1 x. We must fill out g2 and g9, and

then construct g^ and gr5. Suppose we hâve the first u - 1 rows of gr2 and

gBy2 ^u^k, and 2<(jr1)o (fc),) + 2 <(&),, (jf^) <(gf2),, (&)> for i, / < u,
with (gra)^ 0 for 1 < i < u. Set (g2)u 0; the conditions on (gz)u are

then <(g1)i, (&)> + <(gr3)., (^x)u> 0 for 1 ^ i ^ tt, so we hâve linear
forms ^ on /?A and constants qt such that thèse conditions are p{ ((^3)^) +
4- q{ 0 for 1 fg i ^ u. The rows of ^1? hence the pi9 are independent;
thus we hâve a solution (^3)M. Thus gr2 and g3 are constructed. Set g^ Ih^jc,
and the existence of gh follows, as above, from the independence of the rows of

gx. Thus 0 is transitive on QJ, so S%/X(+), Sl/Z() and S%l%(±) are

homogeneous manifolds of constant positive curvature. The class Çfy of thèse

hyperbolic-translation spaces is our second class of exceptional space forms. To

every triple (A, n, + or or i:)? where h and n areintegerswith 2h> n >1
and k n + l h even, there corresponds exactly one élément

S%IX(+ or - or ±) of Ç(%. Notice that X(+) mZ m Z(-) and
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9.3. Assume 2h > n > 1 and that k n -\- 1 h is divisible by 4; for

every complex number ut R, we hâve groups Q(u, + or or ±) which
give homogeneous space forms. If Z(+) is viewed as the additive group of

integers, then the free abeKan part of fi is the additive lattice in C generated
by 1 and u.

We retain the notation of §9.2, set g j and define J

\ \GL(Jc,R). Now let d be any skew nonsingular élément of
V

GL(k, R) such that dJ + Jd 0. As J2 Iki we may identify C

with the subalgebra of <£{U) consisting of ail al + bJ with a, b eR.
Given u al + bJ C with 6 ^ 0, we define subgroups

of Oft(w + !) As dv is skew and nonsingular for v e C* and

te(^(^i + #2)) f°r Vi C, thèse lattice groups are free and properly dis-
continuous on QJ. Let <^?be the collection of space forms SJJ/fi (u, + or or ± ;

we must check that the éléments of ^ are homogeneous.

/9i 92 9z\
Let g 0 & & J 0^(^+1) in the basis /? of F; g centralizes

\0 0 jr§/

£(-&, + or or ±) if and only if gQJ J^6 and d^6 ^d. We now may
proceed as in the proof that the éléments of Çjfft are homogeneous, except
that H must be replaced by H1 {gx e GL{k, R): tg1dg1 d, gxJ Jgt};
we need only check that H' is transitive on the nonzero éléments of Rk.

Let 2s k; we give Rk the complex structure defined by J;Hr becomes

{0i c GL(s, C) : i9i-de-g1 de} where de is the skew C-linear map x-+d(x)
and conjugation is with respect to a C-basis of the form {%_!}, whence the

transitivity of Hf on Rk {0} C8 {0} is clear. Thus the lattice

space forms SJ/fi (u, + or or ±) are homogeneous. One can check that
&(u9 + or or ±) is defined up to conjugacy in Oh(n + 1) without
référence to d or J, and that (x,y + or or ±) &(u, x) is conjugate to

£(#, y) if and only if x y and the lattices {1, u} and {1, v) in C are

equal.

9.4. Assume 2h > n > 1, h is even and k n + 1 h is divisible by 4;

we then hâve an infinité dihedral group î)£, extension of ï(±) by an

automorphism of order 2, and, for m 3, 4, 6 or 8, some extensions £m{u)
of the lattice groups.
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We retain the notation of § 9.2 and, as before, set q j and

(q \ \~1 °/
J I \ ] GL(k, R), and choose a skew nonsingular h x k matrix

^ V (q \
d with Jd + dJ O. Let J' I \ U G£(fc - ifc,/?) and let

/J 0 0\ V q'
Jn+1 [ 0 Jf 0 relative to p;Jn+1 e Oh(n + 1). Finally, u alk +

\0 0 J/
-f-6J, 6 ^ 0, represents a non-real complex number. î)^ {e/n+1, far(d)}

is an infinité dihedral group (ce, i/ : #* 1, xyx~x y1).
Jîm is the rotation cos {27tjm)Ih+1 + sin (2^/m) Jn+1 of F. RmOh(n + 1).

Note that i?4 Jn+1. Let m 3, 4, 6 or 8, and suppose that the lattice

{l,ii} in C is invariant under left multiplication by eos (in/m) +

4- V 1 sin (4:7i/m)y where V 1 is chosen such that u a + V 16.

We then set flmW {Rm, tH(d), tH(ud)}. 2m(u) is free on QJJ, and acts

properly discontinuously because, as

Rm'tH(vd)-Bm-1 te {(cos (4jr/m) + l/^Tsin (±n\m))vd}

for v C3fi(^, +) has index m or m/2 in £m(w). Similarly, î)^ is free

on Q£, and acts properly discontinuously because %(+) is a subgroup of

index 4. Let cJ^m be the collection of space forms S%/£,m(u) (m 3, 4, 6, 8)

and let QL be the collection of space forms SJ/Î)^ ; we must show that the

éléments of c£m and of (3L are homogeneous.
Let D £m(u) or T)^,; in the basis /?, the centralizer of D in

(9i 92 9z\
is the collection of ail g 0 gr4 <76 O^(w + 1) with gJn+1 Jn+1g

\0 0 g6/

and gxd dg%. We give F the complex structure defined by Jn+1, so Ç

is the real part of a hermitian form Qe and {v2j-i} ig a Q0-orthonormal basis

of F. Weset

(k 28,h 2t)pe= {fl9 /3,..., /2f^; vc(8+1)_x,..., %_x; eli..., e^J
C-basis of F. Let de e GL(s, C) be the matrix of the C-linear transformation

of U, relative to {e^-i}- The centralizer of D in Oh(n + 1)

is then the collection of g e U*(8 + t, C) such that g
I 0 gr4 gr6

I in the
\0 0 &

C-basis jSc of F, with gxde dcg6. The condition g (J*(8 +1, C) is

expressed gr6 fo-1, gA U(t s) ordinary unitary group, 2<(g1)^î (grg)^) +
+ 2 <(&),-, (^J,) <(^2)t., (^2)^> and 2 <(&),, (g5),> <(gra)i, (^> where (gj#
is the vth row of gru and < > is the ordinary hermitian pairing of complex
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8 t8 $

m-tuples. We take any x £«,%_! + ^^(h^-i + 27cit;a(s+<+i)-.1 in QJ,11 î

which is given by Qe(v, v) 1, and wish to find g c Oh(n -f 1) whieh central-
izes D and gives g (v2t+1) x ; this last is équivalent to c a (g^,
c + « (fc)i + (&)i and 26 (£2)1- We may choose gx with ^ dfg-r1
and (^x)! c a, set g6 &-*, let (^ 26 andlet (gz)x c + a- (ge)x.

The proof is now identical to that of § 9.2, but that some condition are conju-
gate linear.

Now (2L an(i <J?m (^ 3,4,6,8) consist of homogeneous manifolds
of constant positive eurvature. For every pair (h, n) of integers with
2h > n > 1, h evenand n + 1 h divisible by 4, thereisexactlyone élément
SJ/Î)£, in QJ&. For every quadruple (h.nim; X) with h,n and m

integers such that 2A>w>l,A is even, n + 1 h is divisible by 4 and

m 3, 4, 6 or 8, and where X {1, w} is a lattice in C with w * ff and

exp(4n;l/ l/m)A A, there is exactly one élément Sll&m(u) of o^.

10. The classification theorem for homogeneous manifolds
covered by quadrics

The main resuit of this paper is

10.1. Theorem. Let D be a subgroup of 0^(^+1) such that SlJD is a

connectée homogeneous manifold. If D is finite, then is it cyclic or binary
polyhedral, and S^/D is a classical space form, élément of of9 §£, 0, £T, 0
w S- If D is infinité but fully reducible, then it is isomorphic to Z or Z x Z2

and S%ID e Çffr. If D is abélian but not fully reducible, then either it is isomorphic
to Z or Z X Z2 with SJ/J? e Qft, or it is isomorphic to Z x Z or Z xZ xZ2
with SJ/D JQ. If D is neither abelian nor fully reducible, then either it is

an extension of Z by an élément of order 4 and S^jD e QL, or it is an extension
Z X Z by an élément of order m, with m 3, 4, 6 or 8, and S%/D e jQm.

Remark. For some (h,n)y certain families of space forms are excluded.
Thus SlJDi J?m or Q)m if 2h ^ n, if n + 1 h =é 0 (mod 4), or if h is

odd; Sl/DtJJif 2h<n or if n + 1 - h # 0 (mod 4); Sl\DtÇH% if

2h^n orif n + l-h isodd; S^jDi Çf{r if 2h^n+l; SlIDt QJ, &©
or S if h fé 0 (mod 4) or if n + 1 =é 0 (mod 4) ; S%/D ^ g° if A is odd or if

n + 1 is odd.

Proof. Let F =/?w+\ let G be the centralizer of D in Oh(n + 1),

and let B be the subalgebra of (5(F) generated by D. Theorem 2.5 says
that G is transitive on QJ. We will divide the proof into several cases dépend-
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ing on whether G is irreducible on F, whether D is fully reducible on F

and whether B is a division algebra. Note that 6 is a division algebra if G

is irreducible on F, by Schtjr's Lemma.

10.2. Suppose that S is a division algebra. We view F as a left vector-
space over 6, note that D is a subgroup of the multiplicative group B*,
and (Lemma 8.1) choose a Q-orthonormal /î-basis {w^} of F and a standard
fî-basis {at} of 6 such that (r dim. B)wrj+i a{wrj+1. Then s h/r
and m (n + l)/r are integers, vi wr{j__1)+1 gives us a B-basis {v^} of F,

8 m

and the hermitian form Qb{x,v) Zxjyj + Z xiyi (x £ x^vs and
1 8+1

y 2Jyjvj with xiy yj e B) has the property that Q(x, y) &e(QB{x, y))
and Q^ is given by Qb(x, x) 1.

D is a subgroup of the unimodular group B' of B because D préserves
Q£, and D is discrète because it is properly discontinuous on Q£ ; it follows
from compactness of B' that D is finite. Thus D is a finite subgroup of B'

acting by left scalar multiplication on SI {x e F : Qb(x, x) 1}. Now
is a classical space form.

10.3. Suppose that D is fully reducible on F. If B has an élément whose

characteristic polynomial is not a power of an irreducible polynomial, then the

rational cononical décomposition F S Ft of F by that élément is nontri-
vial. G préserves each summand Vif so Lemma 8.3 says that 2h n + 1

and the décomposition is of the form F U © W with U and W maximal

totally isotropic in V. U and W are ZMnvariant by Lemma 8.6, and 0

is irreducible on each by Lemma 8.2; it follows that the restrictions B | u

and B |

w are division algebras. Thèse division algebras are each isomorphic
to R by Lemma 8.4, whence D is scalar on U and on W. We choose an

orthonormal basis {^} of F such that (ee- vh+i + vit f{ vA+i v{ for
1 fj i <; A) {/t} is a basis of îF and {et} is a basis of Î7. Then every deD

is of the form d [
h

r
in the basis {/,, e^}. The real numbers a

form a discrète subgroup of /?* ; Lemma 6.3 then says that D is generated

by some one db(ft * ^r) an(i perhaps also /, with a> 1, in

{/*> et-}- Changing to the basis {t;J, we see S%/D c ÇJ(r.

Now suppose that every b e B has characteristic polynomial which is a

power of an irreducible polynomial; we will see that B is a division algebra,
whence D is finite, G is irreducible and S%/D is classical. This is clear if G

is irreducible on F ; now assume G reducible. We then hâve a G-invariant
D-invariant maximal totally isotropic subspace U of F by Lemmas 8.2

9 CMH voL 36
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and 8.6; the restriction B \ u is a division algebra, by Schur's Lemma, be¬

cause G is irreducible on U. Let A be the kernel of the restriction /: B->B\u-
By our hypothesis on characteristic polynomials, A is the set of ail éléments
of B whose every eigenvalue is zéro; it follows that A is contained in the

radical of B. B is fully reducible on F, conséquence of the full reducibility
of D; it follows that B is semisimple [1, Th. 4, p. 118]. Thus A =0, so

f : B y2 B\ u and B is a division algebra.

10.4. Suppose that D is not fully reducible on F; we will see S%/D e Çfft9

cJ@> Q)«> or c£m- First note that D is infinité and G is reducible. Lemmas
8.2 and 8.6 give us a ©-invariant D-invariant proper maximal totally isotropic
subspace U of F, of dimension k n + 1 h, on which © is irreducible,
and gives us a Ç-orthonormal /?-basis y {%,..., vh+k} such that
{e$ vh+j + vi and fj vh_j v5 for 1 ^ j ^ k) {&$} is a basis of U'.

Î7X is also ©-invariant and D-invariant, and has basis {vk+1,..., t^ ;%,..., ek};
it follows that every élément of ©, Z) or B has block form

(#i
#2 %

0 a4
0 0

in the basis /? {/1?..., fk; vk+ly..., vh; e^..., ek} of F. Note that
a G or a e D gives a O^(w + 1)> whence a6 'c^"1 and a4 O(A4).

Let rx, r4 and r6 be the matric représentations of respective degrees

k,h k and k of ©, givenby a-^-a1,a->a4 and a->a6. r6 is the restric¬
tion ©->©6 ©|#, hence irreducible; rx is irreducible because it is contra-
gredient to r6; r4 is an orthogonal représentation of ©. Let a c G, avh+1

^EXjVj. A short calculation shows that the first row of % is

(^a+i " ^i > > ^ft+fc ~" ^*) î ^ follows from the transitivity of © on Q%

that neither rx nor r6 has a nonzero symmetric bilinear invariant.
Let ^,^4 and t9 be the matric représentations of respective degrees

k,h~k and k of B, givenby a-»%,a->a4 and a->a6, and let ^,«4
and #q be their restrictions to D. ^6(B) B6 is a division algebra by Schub's
Lemma because it centralizes the irreducible group ©6 ; thus sB is fully redu¬
cible. 8X is fully reducible because it is contragredient to s6, and 54 is fully
reducible because it is an orthogonal représentation. Every élément of D has

characteristic polynomial which is a power of an irreducible polynomial: if

not, Lemma 8.3 would give h k and show that we could also assume
W {fi} to be ©-invariant and D-invariant; it would follow that D

(#1 ® sb) (-D) so D would be fully reducible on F. Thus 8lt sé and «6

hâve the same kernel A and every d e A is of the form
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2 z

d 0 / d5 relative to
\o o //

s6 représenta by unimodular éléments of the division algebra S6, for 86(d)

was just seen to hâve the same characteristic équation as its contragredient
^(d)"1, for every deD. Now s6 is self-contragredient, hence équivalent to

sx. It follows that t± and te are équivalent, hence hâve the same kernel A.

We hâve seen that there is no nontrivial (^-invariant direct sum décomposition
of F, so the characteristic polynomial of any élément of S is a power of an

irreducible polynomial. Thus every élément of the kernel Ker. tA has ail

characteristic roots zéro, hence lies in A because te(B) is a division algebra.
On the other hand, tA(A) is easily seen to be the radical of té(B), and tA(B)
is semisimple because tA is fully reducible [1, Th. 4, p. 118], conséquence of

the fact that s4 is fully reducible; it follows that A Ker. £4 unless h h

/O a2 «3\
0. Now we see that every a e A is of the form a 0 0 a61 so A

\0 0 0/
is a nilpotent idéal of B and the différence algebra (see [1], p. 27) B

A t£ te(B), being a real division algebra, is separable [1, Th. 21, p. 44].

This shows that A is the radical of B and that [1, Th. 23, p. 47] B has a

subalgebra Bu with £6: Bu ¥kh(B). By Lemma 8.2, we may take a standard
A?-basis {<x{} of Bu and assume that vrj+i <%* vrj+1(r dim. Bu) &nd

that the respective /î-linear spans of {/t}, {vk+1,..., vh} and {ej are Bjr
invariant. Note that we then hâve erj+i a{ erj+1 and frj+{ 0Cifri+1. In

(h 0 0\
particular, 617 consists of ail I 0 64 0 I for 6 c 6, and A consists of

/O 62 63\ VO 0 66/

ail matrices 10 0 66 I for b e B. It follows that centralizes every
\o 0 0/
/^ 0 0\

matrix di; 0 dé 0 I and that dt d9, for d c D.
\0 0 <V

Given deD, we note that efo OA(w + 1) \

dv~H 10 / rf4 "Ms e O^(7i + 1). It foUows that
\0 0 / /

2 ('(rfr1^)). Set d1 d!-1^. Now let g e O.

givesus g1dr drgé and ^4(2^') (2'%, whence (d'-W)g9 d'gé*dr

g^d'-W). As g1 tgf1 and as d'-'d!' is symmetric, it follows that d1^d1

is the matrix of a (?6-invariant symmetric bilinear form on U. But r6 has no

nonzero symmetric bilinear invariant; thus d' > *d' 0. This gives d^xd% 0

and df1d5 0, whence d2 0 and d6 0. We conclude that every
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M 0 dz\
élément of D is of the form d I 0 d4 0 relative to /?. Notice that

\0 0 c^/

some d D has dz ^ 0 : D would be fully reducible if this were not the case.

Choose d e D with dz =£ 0 and note that dg gd gives lg^dzg^ d3

forevery £#. Let F be the centralizer of re(O) in <§(Z7). F is a division
algebra which contains tQ(B) as a subalgebra. Given ueF, we hâve

Ve(^3^)^6 ^3^ for every gr Thus dzu is a bilinear invariant of r6.

It foliows that dzu is a nonsingular skew matrix. This gives dzu *(d3w)
%. W3 *udz. In particular, given u,v F, we hâve ^v d3~1- ^v)-d3

dz"1'tV'dz-d3~1'tU'd3 wv, so F is commutative.
Given b B and g cO, dg~x g~xd and 6(7 gd gives ds^"1 ^6d3

and bzgQ ^-^ ; thus df% - ge df1 ^g"1 - 63 g%dz~%, so

d^&a F; it follows that 63 edZ'F. Let 63 be the collection of ail matrices
63 for b B; we hâve just seen that the linear space Bz has dimension at

most dim. F. Let Az be the collection of matrices drz for d' e A. Given
d1, d" A, we hâve

// 0 dl\ (I 0 di\ /I 0 di +d%\
d'd" =0/00/0=01 0 d"df\oo//\oo// Voo //

Thus A is free abeHan, isomorphic to the additive group Az. A is discrète,
as D is discrète, so Az is a lattice in Bz. This shows A free abelian on at

most dim. F generators. If te(B) <£ R and A {/}, then s6 : D S£ s6(D)<zRr,

contradicting the hypothesis that /) be infinité; thus J 7^ {/} if te(B) ^R.
If £6(B) ^ C and J {/}, then $e : D ^ se(D) c C; shows /) abelian, so

fî is abelian; then bzb[ 6^63 for every b,b' S, whence 6( ^ for
br B. This gives £6(B) ^ /?, contrary to our hypothesis; thus A ^ {/}
if £6(B) ^ C. We conclude that A =£ {/} and zl is free abelian on at most
dim. F generators.

// 0 dz

Suppose t6(B) ÎQ R and A is infinité cyclic. Let ô 1 0 / 0

\0 0 /
generate A. k is even because ôz is skew and nonsingular. If s6(D) {/},
then D J, so /) î(+) and Si/De 0ft. If se(D) ^ {/}, then «6(/))

/-/ 0 dz\

{±/}, and we choose d [ 0 --/ 0 />./)= {d, J} and
V 0 0 -//

éP A, so 2d3 is an intégral multiple of <58. If 2dz is an even multiple
of ôz, then dz m^3 for some integer m and / cM111 «/); we then
hâve D { /, 2!} ï(±) and Sl/D e Çftt. If 2dz is an odd multiple
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/-J 0

of <33, - 2dg (2 m + 1)<53, then dôm 0 - I 0 générâtes
\ 0.0-/

D; we then hâve D %{) and Sl/D e Ç}(%.

Suppose t9(B) ï£ R and A is not infinité cyclic. Then F t£ C and A is

free abelian on two generators ô and 5'; ô'z ôsu for some non-real u cf.
& is divisible by 4, for we identify F with C and observe that x-> ôzx is

a C-linear nonsingular transformation of U whose matrix must be skew
because it is a bilinear invariant of the C-linear group t^(O). If ss(D) {/}
then D A, so D Q{u, +) and SlfD c J?. If sQ(D) # {/}, then

s6(2)) ={-}-/} and, as in the last paragraph, we choose d 56~"1(¦ /) and

observe that dz e A implies 2ds môs + m1 ôrz for integers m, m'. If
both m and m' are even, then D { J, Zl} £(u, ±) and SJ/D C^Q.

If both m and m' are odd, we replace d by an appropriate dôu ô'v and

/_/ o -itâ. +
assume m= 1 m', d [ 0J 0

V 0 0 -I
/J 0 «,(tt+l)/2\

Now D {5, d} and d 0 / 0 1

; therefore D
\o o / /

2>((u> + l)/2, and S^/D e J@. If m is odd and m1 is even, we may

assume d 0 / 0 ; then D {ôf, d} QQur1, and
\ 0 0-1/

c c^. Finally, if m is even and m1 is odd, then we may assume

/J o i#\
0 - / 0 1

; then D {ô, d} fi(Ji*, -) and S%/D ^
\ 0 0 -// // 0 dt\

Suppose tB(B) ^2 C and A is infinité cyclic. Let 5=10 / 0

^0 0 7

generate A. As A is a normal subgroup of D, wehave dôd~x A forevery
d eD, Using dzd{~x td1~1dz d^dz and ^sd!""1 td{~1dz d1(33, this

gives d12(53 ra($3 for some integer m. Similarly, d~xàd e A gives dx~2ôz

2>(53 for some integer ^; ôz d1~2d12ô3 mpôz gives p m"1, whence

m zt 1 m 1 givex d1=±7; m 1 gives dx2 /. There
exists d c D with d^ /, for s$(D) ^ {± /}. Given such an élément

(dj2
0 (dj -f- d1""1)d3\

0 d42 0 I /, so the subalgebra of
0 0 df /

B generated by d is mapped isomorphically onto £6(fi) by tB. We may,
/(^ 0 0\

then, chose d D with dt2 I and asume d 0 d4 0 J Now
\0 0 d,/
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D {d,<3},d2= /, dâd*1 ô'1, the argument of the last paragraph
shows k divisible by 4, and h is even because Bu & C. Thus D D*
and S/J/D QL.

Suppose te(B) ^2 C and J is not infinité cyelic. Then h is even and,

looking at A, & is divisible by 4. Let <3, (5' generate A. Given d e D, dx2 +

(J
0 (df + d1~2)ô3\

0 / 0 A

0 0 I /

shows dj2 + dx~2 intégral. Identifying te(B) with C, set d1 cos (£) +

+ y 1 sin (0 ; dx2 + di""2 is then 2 cos (2*), so cos (2t) 1, J, 0, £

or 1.

If cos (2Q 1, then t ±7r/2 and dx2 /; it follows that
d2 /. If cos (20 0, then £ ±^r/4 or ± 5rc/4 and dj4 /;
it follows that d4 - /. If cos (20 1, then dx ±7. If cos (20 J,

then t ± 2?z/3 or db^r/3, and one easily checks d^ -f- 7 + ^i~"2 0;

it follows that d3 ±7. Pinally, cos (20 J is impossible because it would

/di2 0 iViTdgX
imply t ±7t/6 or ± 7tt/6, whence d2 0 d42 0 I and

0 / 0 commute; this would give
o o -/ /

hence d3 0, and tell us that A I because d v^Jd). Thus se(D)
is cyelic of order 3, 4, 6 or 8 (for sB(D) <$ /?'), and we hâve an élément
d* eD such that s6: {d*} ^2£6(D). The subalgebra of B generated by d*

maps isomorphically onto te(B) under t6, so we may assume Bu chosen

with d* Bu- This gives d*3 0 for our choice of d*. Now choose J ete(B)
with J2 /, Jn+1 Bu with te(Jn+1) J; we may assume d*

cos {27tjm)In+1 + sin (27zlm)Jn+1 where m 3, 4, 6 or 8. d* now acts

on A by (rf*cW*-1)8 (cos (4a jm)I + sin (4jr jm)J) d3. Thus D £m(%)

where ô'3 uôs, u al + bJ, and

10.6. Corollary. Let D be a subgroup of Oh(n + 1) such that S%ID isa
connected homogenous manifold. If 2 h ^n or n -\- 1 h is odd, then S^/D
is a classical space form, élément of of, §£, Q)> &> ©-> or S-

For none of the exceptional families of space forms occur in thèse signatures.
Thus:

10.6. Corollary, Let Mn be a connected RiEMANNian homogeneous manifold
of constant négative curvature. Then Mn is isometric to the hyperbolic space

10.7. Coroïïary. Let Mn be a connected RraMANNiem homogeneous manifold
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of constant positive curvature. Then Mn is isometric to SnjD where Sn is the

sphère \\x\\ k~% in a left hermitian (positive definite) vectorspace over a real

division algebra F, D is a finite subgroup of F1, and Mn has curvature k.

AU thèse RiEMANman manifolds SnjD are homogeneous of constant positive
curvature. The only cases are (1) D {/} or Z2, (2) n 1 (mod 2) and

DmZq(q>2) and (3) n 3 (mod 4) and D m D* £*, D* or 3*.
Corollaries 10.6 and 10.7 follow immediately, and give the classification of

the RiEMANNian homogeneous manifolds of constant nonzero curvature. That
classification is known [6],

11. The difficult signature

Sn and SJ are essentially différent for h n 1
; nx(Sn-i) % We will

relate the homogeneous manifolds M\\_x of constant positive curvature with
the homogeneous manifolds S^t/D covered by quadrics. The trick is to use

the uni versai covering group of the non-connected group On~~x(n +1).
11.1. Lemma. Let rc ". SJ.^-> SJ_i be the universal pseudo-J&iEMANman

covering, let On-l(n -\- 1) be the full group of isometries of S%_ly and let Dn
be the group of deck transformations of the covering. Then Dn is a central subgroup

of the identity component SO11'1^ +1) of Onf~1(n + l),Dn is normal in

On~x(n + 1), and we hâve an epimorphism /: On~x(n + l)-> O71"1^ + 1)

of kernel Dn defined by f(g)-n(%) n(g%).

Proof. Let G be the normalizer of Dn in O71"1^ +1), let n(p) =p,
let K be the isotropy subgroup of On~x(n +1) at p, and let K be the

isotropy subgroup of On~x(n + 1) at p. O*1"1^ + 1) C?« Jl becausehomo-

geneity of S%_t implies that G is transitive on S%_t. f is well defined on G,

and f(G) On~1(n + 1) because every isometry can be lifted; it foliows that

f(Gr> K) K. Isomorphic to the linear isotropy group of G at p,G^ K
is isomorphic to a subgroup of On~x(n); K ^ On~x(n) now gives

G r> K ^2 On~x (n) ; this gives K d G because K is isomorphic to a subgroup
of O71-1^). Thus Ô71'1^ + 1) GK G. It follows that Dn is normal

in bn~1(n+ 1) and / is well defined on Ô71'1^ + 1). It is clear that

5Qw-i^ _j_ i) centralizes Dn, being a connected group which normalizes
the discrète group Dn, and Dn is the kernel of / by construction.

Now we need only show Dn c SO71'1^ +1); as / is onto, it suffices to

show that On~x(n + 1) and O71"1^ + 1) hâve the same finite number of

components. K o SOn~x(n + 1) is connected because S^_x is simply connec-
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ted, and K meets every component of O"1^ + 1) because S^ isconnected;
it follows that 0n~1(n + 1) and K hâve the same number of components.
K ££ O71"1^) <£ K, whence K and K each has 4 components. O*1"1^ + 1)

has 4 components. Q. E. D.

11.2. Wecheckthat ^({db^}) is infinité cyclic.Thisis the case m 2 of

Lemma. £e£ S%_iJZm be homogeneous. Then the fundamental group tt1(SJ|_1
is infinité cyclic.

Proof. S£_i isgivenby arw2 + #w+12 1 +'i7^2, sothemap s : [0,1]-^SJ.!
î

given by «(<) (0,..., 0, sin (2tt^), cos {2nt)) represents a generator of

nx (SJ-i) Let b : S^ ~> S%_tlZm be the projection and set B ô*^ (S^x).
We may assume Zm generated by / if m 1, I if m 2, and

Let v : [0,1]-> SJJ_i/ZTO by v(t) b (s(t/m)) ; 6*3 z;w ^(SJJ^/ZJ. Thus
-B has index m in the cyclic subgroup {v} of 5Ti(SJJ_i/Zw). The covering 6

has multiplicity m, whence B has index m in rc1(S2_i/Zm); thus {#} is

ail of «i^/ZJ. Ç..B..D.

11.3. Certain abelian subgroups of On~1(n + 1) will be seen to contain

conjugates of every group D such that SJ^/D is homogeneous. We will
describe thèse groups.

/S (8) \

If n is odd, every rotation matrix B(s)n+1 I * I lies in
\ R(8)J

S-Hn+1), where *(.) (_ ^s gjj ^ jjjj) The coUection

-4j& of ail thèse rotation matrices is a circle subgroup of SOn~1(n +1). It
follows from Lemma 11.2 that the inverse image Ar ti'^Ar) is a closed

non-periodic 1-parameter subgroup of SOn~x(n +1).
If n > 2, we take d to be any nonsingular skew 2x2 matrix, and recall

//2 sd 0 sd
(§ 9.2) that each translation matrix tH(sd) I 0 Jn__3 0

\ sd 0 I2-\- sd

(s /?) lies in SOn~~1(n +1). The collection At of ail such ± tn{sd) is a

closed subgroup of SO*"1^ + 1) isomorphic to Z2xRlm, Lemmas 11.1 and

11.2 inform us that the inverse image At ti'-1(At) is a closed subgroup of

0»-i(^ -)_ i) isomorphic to Z X R1, where the Z is n'~1({± I}) and the
R1 is the lifting of the 1-parameter group {tii(sd)}.
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Each hyperbolic rotation **<)¦= (jg g£ ÏS (îfê) Ues in

As with the translation matrices, AH n~1({± Rh(s)}) is a closed subgroup
of SO2(4:) isomorphic to Z x R1, where the Z is ^"^({±1}) and the fî1

is the lifting of the 1-parameter group {Rh(s)}.
Finally, set Az 7t~1({± /}) c Ô*-1^ + 1), and Az {± /}.

Lemma. Let D be a subgroup of O71'1^ + 1). Then S^^/D is a homo¬

geneous manifold if and only if D is conjugate to a discrète subgroup of Az, Ar,
At or Ah*

Proof. Suppose S£_tID homogeneous. Let G' be the centralizer of D in

On~1(n+ 1). The identity component of G1 is transitive on S£_i, and

centralizes Dn by Lemma 11.1; it foliows that the centralizer G of D*Dn
is transitive on S^j. Thus the centralizer G f(G) of f{D) in On~1(n + 1)

is transitive on SJ_j. We now look at the proof of Theorem 10.1 ; G acts on
V Rn+1 and B is the subalgebra of <§(F) generated by f(D). If S is a

division algebra then, as in § 10.2, f(D) is conjugate to a subgroup of Az
(for n even) or Ar (for n odd). If f(D) is fully reducible on F and B is

not a division algebra then, as in § 10.3, S has an élément whose characteristic
polynomial is not a power of an irreducible polynomial, n 3, and f(D)
is conjugate to a subgroup of Ah- If f(D) is not fully reducible on F, then,
as in § 10.4, f(D) is conjugate to a subgroup of At* Thus D is conjugate
to a subgroup of Az, Ar, Ah or At. Free and properly discontinuous on

S^^i, D is discrète.

Let D be a discrète subgroup of Az, Ar, Ah or At. The centralizer G of

f(D) in O*1"1^ + 1) contains the centralizer of Az, Ar, Ah or At, and

is thus transitive on S£_i ; it folio ws that the centralizer of D in O71'1^ + 1)

is transitive on S%^t. As D acts effectively, this shows D free on SJJ-i.

As Z) is discrète, it easily follows that S^^jD is a homogeneous manifold.
Q. £. D.

11.4. The discrète subgroups of Az, Ar, Ah and At are easily described.

Any subgroup of Az is discrète and infinité cyclic. The discrète subgroups

of ^4/2 are the subgroups on one generator; they are discrète. Viewing Ah

and At as closed subgroups Z x R1 of a vector group R2, we see that a

discrète subgroup is on 1 or 2 generators; a subgroup on 1 generator is discrète
and infinité cyelic; one easily checks that a non-cyclic subgroup on 2 generators
is discrète if and only if it does not lie in the identity component of Ah (or At)
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12. The classification theorem for homogeneous manifolds
of constant non-zero curvature

Theorem. Let M\ be a connected homogeneous pseudo-I&mMAmxian manifold
of constant positive curvature. If h < n 1, then M\ is isometric to a classical

or exceptional space form SJ/D, élément of çj, §£*, Qj, & 0, <Cfy

@(r, Çftt, £L, <£, J?z, o&, o£ or J?B. If h n - 1, then M\ is isometric

to a manifold ^_1/DJ where D is a discrète subgroup of a closed subgroup

Az, Ar, Ah or At of On-1(n + l). If h n, then M\ is isometric to S£,

a comportent of SJ.

Proof. This is an immédiate conséquence of Theorem 5, Theorem 10.1 and

Lemma 11.3.

Chapter m. Isotropic and symmetric manifolds of constant curvature

13. The notion of a symmetric or isotropic manifold

Let Q be the metric on a pseudo-RiEMANNian manifold M\ and, given

p*M\, let I(M\)P be the isotropy subgroup at p of the group /(M^) of

isometries. A symmetry at p is an élément sv e I(M^) of order 2 with p as

isolated fixed point; such an élément is unique and central in I(M\)V because

the tangent map at p is /. M% is symmetric if there is a symmetry at

e ver y point. M\ is isotropic if', given p*M\ and a <¦ R, I(M%)P is transitive
on the set of tangent vectors X at p suchthat QP(X, X) a. M^isstrongly
isotropic if, given p e Jf£, I(M%)P is transitive on the Q^-orthonormal frames

at p, i.e., l(Mnh) mOh(n).
Note that a strongly isotropic manifold is an isotropic manifold of constant

curvature; we will prove the converse. We'll also see that an isotropic manifold
of constant curvature is symmetric.

It is well known that a connected manifold is homogeneous if it is either

isotropic or symmetric. For, given a tangentvector X at a point p, we hâve

an élément Sx c I(M^)P such that (sx)*X X. Now let x, y c M\ and

join them by a broken géodésie. If xx,..., xm are the successive midpoints
of the géodésie segments of this broken géodésie, and if Xl9..., Xm are the

respective tangentvectors to the géodésie segments at x1,...,xm, then
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14. The classification theorem for symmetric manifolds of zéro curvature
and for nonholonomic manifolds

14.1. Theorem. Let M\ beaconnected pseudo-J&mmANman manifold. Then
thèse are équivalent:

1. M\ is a symmetric manifold of constant curvature zéro.

2. M\ is a complète manifold witln trivial holonomy group, i. e., parallel
translation in M\ is independent of path.

3. M\ is isometric to a manifold R\jD where D is a discrète subgroup of

the underlying vector group Rn of R%.

Proof. Suppose first that M\ is complète with trivial holonomy. Then M\
has constant curvature zéro and admits R\ as universal pseudo-RiEMANNian
covering manifold. Let D be the group of deck transformations of the universal
pseudo-RiEMANNian covering n : R\ -> Jf £. D is a discrète subgroup of

l(Rl) NOh(n); we write every deD in the form d (Rd, td) with
Rd Oh(n),tde R% and d : x-> Bd(x) + td. {Rd :d e D} is isomorphic to

the holonomy group of M\ at vz(O)> whence D is a group of pure translations.
Thus (2) implies (3). The last part of our argument shows that (3) implies (2).

To see that (3) implies (1), we note that R%jD carries the structure of a

connected abelian Lie group, and that y-^- x2y~x is the symmetry at x be-

cause y -> y~x is the symmetry at the coset D.
Now suppose M\ is symmetric of constant curvature zéro, let D be the

group of deck transformations of the universal pseudo-RiEMANNian covering
n; :/?£->M\y and write every dcD in the form (Rd, td) as above. Let

n h

Q(%,y) 2xjVj + 2 xjVs on Rn> so Oh(n) c l(Rl) is the orthogonal
1 A+l

group of Q. Choose d D; we must show that d is a pure translation. The

space NI Rlj{d} ({d} is the subgroup of D generated by d) is symmetric
because it covers M\ and we can lift each symmetry; it foliows that the central-
izer G of d in NOh(n) is transitive on /?£, and that every symmetry of /?JJ

normalizes {d}.
Given x e /?£, choose g e G with g(x) 0. Q (d(x) x, d(x) x)

==Q(gd(x)-g(x),gd(x)-g(x))^Q(td.td).Thus Q((Rd-I)x9(Rd-I)x) +
+ 2Q((Rd I)x, td) 0 for every x R%. Replacing x by ux as u runs

through /?, we see that Q((Rd - I)x, (Rd - I)x) 0 Q((Rd - I)x, td)

for every x c R\. Polarizing the first equality, then expanding and using
Rd c Oh(n), we get Q (x, (21 -Rd- Rd-X)y) =0 for x, y Rnh. Thus
21 Rd + Rd-i, whence (Rd If 0. We conclude that Rd I +N
with JV2 0,N(R%) is totally Ç-isotropic, and td is Q-orthogonal to N(R%).
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In partieular, (Rd)m I + mN, whence either Rd I or Rd has infinité
order. Thus {d} is either trivial or infinité cyclic.

Wenowuse the fact that {d} is normalized by the symmetry s0 /, 0)

of /?£ at 0. sodso~-1 (Rd9 2^) is either d or d-1, as {d} is either trivial
or infinité cyclic. sodso-x ^ d as td ^ 0, for d has no fixed point. Thus

ëtà*-1 d-1 (Rf1, Rd-Hd). In partieular, Rd2 I. As Bd*
J + 2(Rd I), as seen in the last paragraph, we conclude that Rd I

and d is a pure translation. Thus (1) implies (3). Q. E. D.

14.2. Corollary, Let Mn be a connected RiEMANNÛm manîfold. Then thèse

are équivalent:
1. Mn is a symmetric manifold of constant curvature zéro.

2. Mn is a complète manifold wiih trivial holonomy group.
3. Mn is isometric to a product of a euclidean space with a flat torus, i. e., Mn

is isometric to a quotient RnjD of a (positive-definite) euclidean space by a

discrète vector subgroup.

4. Mn is a homogeneous manifold of constant curvature zéro.

Proof. The theorem establishes the équivalence of (1), (2) and (3), and (3)

trrvially implies (4). Now assume Mn homogeneous of constant zéro curvature,
and let d (Rditd) be a deck transformation of the universal RiEMANNian

covering n : Rn-*- Mn. In the proof that (1) imply (3) in the theorem, we saw
that (Rd I)(Rn) must be totally isotropic. Thus Rd I, for Rn is a

positive definite euclidean space. Q. E. D.

15. The classification theorem for isotropic manifolds of zéro curvature

Theorem. Let MJ be a connected pseudo-l&iWAAmxian manifold of constant
curvature zéro. Then thèse are équivalent:

1. M£ is isotropic.
2. MJ is strongly isotropic.
3. MJ is isometric to R\.

Proof. It is clear that (3) implies (2) and that (2) implies (1); now assume M\
isotropic. Let D be the group of deck transformations of the universal pseudo-
RiEMAKNian covering rc :/?£-? JfJ, and write d (Rd, td) c NOh(n) for

every dcD. The centralizer G of i) in NOh(n) is transitive on /?£, and

the isotropy subgroup K of 0 at 0 is irreducible when we view K as a

group of linear transformations of the vectorspace V /?£. As in the proof
of the last theorem, transitivity of 0 implies that every (Rd I)% 0,
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whence Bd I is nilpotent. K eentralizes every Rd I by construction,
whence Rd I 0 by Schur's Lemma. Thus D is a group of pure trans¬
lations (I,td). Let W be the subspace of F spanned by the vectors td with
d e D. Identify F with the tangentspace to R\ at 0 ; then a tangentvector
X V is an élément of W if and only if the géodésie exp (tn* X) in M\ lies

in a compact set; it foliows that W is JT-invariant. Thus W 0 or W F,
by the irreducibility of K. W ^ F because if cannot carry a closed géodésie
of M% onto an open géodésie. We conclude that D consists only of (/, 0).

Q.E.D.

16. The classification theorem for symmetric and isotropic manifolds
of constant nonzero curvature

When considering pseudo-RiEMAinsrian symmetric, isotropic or strongly
isotropic manifolds of constant nonzero curvature, we may assume that

curvature positive; for I(S%/D) l(H%_h/D).

16.1. Theorem. Let M\ be, a connectée, psevdo-T&mMATsman manifold of

constant positive curvature, Then thèse are équivalent:
1. M\ is strongly isotropic,
2. M\ is isotropic.
3. Ml is symmetric,
4. M\ is complète, so we can speak of the group D of deck transformations of

the universal pseudo-~RiEMAi$man covering /? : S£ -> M\ ; furthermore, D is a

normal subgroup of l(Sl).
5. // h<n 1, then M\ is isometric to S% or S%/{±I}, élément of q/;

if h n, then M\ is isometric to S£, élément of of\ if h n 1, and if

Az dénotes the complète inverse image of {± /} c O*1"1^ + 1) under the

epimorphism /: O71"1^ + l)-> O71"1^ + 1) of Lemma 11.1, then M\ is

isometric to a manifold S%_t/D where D is a subgroup of the infinité cyclic

group Az.
6. S£/{±/} admits a pseudo-HiEMANmian covering by M\.

16.2. Proof. If M\ satisfies any of the 6 conditions, then itis homogeneous.
If n h, this implies that M\ is isometric to S£/{± I}, which is isometric

to SJJ, whence M\ satisfies ail 6 conditions. Now we will assume h<n.
Suppose first that M\ admits a pseudo-RiEMAîraian covering oc : SJ -> M\
(SJ is connected because h <n), and let Da be the group of deck transform¬
ations of the covering. oc is the universal covering, hence normal, if h < n 1.
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oc is also normal if h n 1, for, in the terminology of Lemma 11.1 and

of our various conditions, fl oc-n and we need only check that Da f(D) ;

the latter is clear because /~x (JD) is D, being the normalizer of Dn in D.
Thus M\ SJ/Da. Then, as every discrète normal subgroup of (^(ft + 1)

is contained in {± I}, conditions (4), (5) and (6) are each équivalent to the

condition

7. Z>ac {±/}.
As (7) implies (1), and (1) implies (2) and (3), we need only check that (2) and

(3) each implies (7).

16.3. Suppose that M\ SJ/Da is symmetric. Let b e Da and let B be the

subgroup of Da generated by b ; the manifold N% Sl/B covers M\, so

every symmetry of M\ lifts to N\. Thus N\ is symmetric. Now every
symmetry of N% lifts to a symmetry of SJ, whence every symmetry of SJ

normalizes B. Thus the symmetry 8 diag. {1, 1,..., 1,1} to

5J at p0 (0,..., 0, 1) normalizes every conjugate of B. We now use

homogeneity of M\ and the list provided by Theorem 10.1 to prove Da c { ± /},
which is the same as M\ e çjl If MJ is classical but not contained in q/, then we

hâve an élément b eDa which is conjugate to 6' diag. {R(v)}..., B(v)}
i> T>t \ l cos {2nv) sin (2ttî;)\

where jR(v) I '
x

' 'I and v is a rational number suchv/ \(2) s (2)/
I

cos (2tzv)/
that sin (2yi;t;) ^ 0 ; s normalizes the group Bf generated by b', whence

sb's^b'-1 B' ; this contradicts sin (2tzv) ^ 0 because sb's^b1-1

diag. {/2,..., J2, S} where J2 L
1

j and

If JfJ 0K, then we hâve an élément 6 Da which is conjugate to 6'

} where Bk(v) (^ ^j) and

:0; the group JS; generated by 6' is infinité cyclic and normalized
by s, whence sb's^b1'1 / or 6'~2; this contradicts sinh(v) ^0 because

«ô^-iô'-1 diag. {/2,..., J2, /S'} where

Now suppose that M\ is neither classical nor in Çf(r\ by Theorem 10.1 and

the homogeneity of MJ, Da has an élément b which is conjugate to some

with d skew, nonsingular and of degree k n ~\- 1 h ^h. If
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{v{} is our given 0h(n + l)-orthonormal basis of F Rn+1, we may set

ei vn+i + vi and fi vh+i v{, and

IIk 0 2d\
tH(d) I 0 Ih_k 0 I in the basis

\0 0 ij
(A 0 E\

s 10 /fc-fc 0 in the basis /SF,
\JS? 0 Al

where ^4 diag. { 1,..., 1,0} and E Ik + A. The group B'

generated by te(d) is infinité cyclic and normalized by s, whence
is for(± d). Using A2 + E2 Ik and AE 0 EA, we see that

0 2AdA\//* 0 2AdA\
s.tH(d)-s-i= 0 /,_, 0

\0 0 I» /

whence u4d^4 ±d. As A is singular and d is nonsingular, this is impossible.
Thus (3) impHes (7).

16.4. Suppose that M\ SllDa is isotropic, and let b e Da. Let 0 be

the normalizer of Da in Oh(n + 1) and let H be the isotropy subgroup at

x S^. H is transitive on the tangentvectors to S% of any given length,
whence H (y) is uncountable if ± x ^ y e S%. If b(x) =£ ± x, this shows

that {b~1gbg~1{x) : g e H} is uncountable. On the other hand, b~xgbg~x e Da
for geH, and Da is countable. Thus b(x) ± # for every b eDa and

every a; c SJ. This shows that every b e Da is ± I, whence (2) implies (7).

16.5. We hâve now seen that our 6 conditions are équivalent if M\ admits
a pseudo-RiEMANNian covering by S£. Now we may assume In n 1.

We retain the notation of Lemma 11.1. The /-image of a discrète normal sub¬

group of O"1^ +1) is a countable normal subgroup of On~x(n +1), thus

contained in {± /}; it follows that (4), (5) and (6) are each équivalent to

8. Del,, i.e., /(D)c {±/}.
As (8) implies (1), and (1) implies (2) and (3), the theorem will be proved when

we check that (2) and (3) each implies (8), when h n 1.

16.6. Let M^_t be symmetric. As every symmetry of M"_t lifts to a sym-
metry of S%_t, we see that every symmetry of S*^ normalizes D ; as every

symmetry of S^ lifts to a symmetry of S^_t, it follows that every symmetry
of SH^t normalizes /(D). As in §16.3, we see f(D) c {±/}. Thus (3)

implies (8).
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Let M%_x be isotropic, and let O be the normalizer of D in O71"1^ + 1).

Every isotropy subgroup of O is transitive on the tangentveetors, at the rele¬

vant point, of any given length; it foliows that the normalizer of f(D) in

Oh(n + 1) is f(G) and has the same property. As in § 16.4, we see

f(D) c {± /}. Thus (2) implies (8). Q. E. D.

17. Applications

17.1. Theorem. Let M\ be a connected isotropic pseudo-RiEMANNian manifold
of constant curvature. Then M\ is symmetric.

Proof. This is an immédiate conséquence of Theorems 14.1, 15 and 16.1.

17.2. Theorem. Let M\ be a pseudo-RiEMANNian manifold. Then thèse are

équivalent:
1. M\ is strongly isotropic.
2. M\ is an isotropic manifold of constant curvature.

Proof. Note that we may assume M\ connected. The theorem is then an

immédiate conséquence of Theorems 15 and 16.1, and of the fact that a

strongly isotropic manifold has constant curvature. Q. E. D.

17.3. Theorem. Let n : N\-> M\ be a pseudo-RiEMANNian covering vnih N%

strongly isotropic, and let D be the group of deck transformations of the covering.
Then JfJJ is strongly isotropic of and only if D is a normal subgroup of I(N%);
in that case, the covering is normal.

Proof. JVa has constant curvature, and the theorem follows trivially from
Theorem 15 if that curvature is zéro; we may now assume that N% has

constant positive curvature. We hâve pseudo-RiEMAKNian coverings

(x : SJ -> NI and fi : SJ -> M\ with respective groups Da and Dp of deck

transforms.
Suppose JfJ strongly isotropic. Then Da c Dp, Da and Dp are normal

in I(SjI) by Theorem 16.1, and oc induces an isomorphism /(SJ)/JDa-> t(N%)
whichcarries Dp onto D. Thus D is normal in I(N%), and n is normal.

Suppose D normal in I(N%). We still hâve an isomorphism /(SJ)/J5a-> I(N^)
because N^ is strongly isotropic, whence the inverse image Dp of D is

normal in /(SJ). By Theorem 16.1, Jtf£ is strongly isotropic. Q.E.D.

Added in proof; 1. Remark on Corollary 10.5. If 2 h <£ n, then D isfinite even

if SJ/D is not assumed to be homogeneous. See [7].
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2. Remark on Corollary 14.2. The analogous resttlt is true for manifolds JfJJ

provided that h 1 or h n1 (the Lorenz signatures), or that MJJ is compact,
or that n <£ 4; it is false if thèse assumptions are not made. See [8].
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